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Business well done, and a story well told: The Belgrade Food Show 

Due to the country’s breathtaking natural resources, fertile soil and unique climatic conditions, 

coupled with its long culinary tradition, Serbian food offers a rich menu full of delights. Rarely is 

a meal served in a restaurant without a cook, host, or waiter emphatically explaining, with pride 

and joy, the ingredients and process behind a dish. Some of these tastes come from traditional, 

old-fashioned recipes that stem from a close, humble relationship with the land, while others are 

more suited for contemporary markets and modern consumers. Due to the diversity of incredible 

flavors and delicious tastes, Serbian food is beginning to emerge on the world stage.   

It was high time more people around the world discover and learn about the great food products 

that Serbia is producing. Conversely, the fast pace of development in the global food sector has 

whisked past the local community and broader domestic public, and the local food industry. 

These new developments are reflected in a greater need for Serbian food producers to meet the 

business standards of larger firms, better integrate into their value chains, increase value-added 

production and become an essential part of larger firms’ supply chain. Entrepreneurs need 

support systems to help them further refine their products and turn new food ideas into reality. 

Furthermore, there is a growing need for companies to learn more about key global trends and 

future prospects of the food processing industry, as well as to better promote, market and 

position Serbian high-quality products in domestic and international markets. 

Due to these reasons, USAID’s Competitive Economy Project (Project) recognized a need to 

create a platform to broaden general awareness about the latest developments in the food 

industry and raise the international profile of Serbian food products on a global stage. To this 

end, the Project in cooperation with the Association for the Promotion of Serbian Food (APSF) 

launched the first Belgrade Food Show – a unique combination of a food and beverage 

exhibition, a tailor-made conference and B2B networking event.  

 

“It was time for Serbia to get a high-level manifestation to present, educate and connect the 

local food processing industry. Even though the specialty food industry is still developing in 

Serbia, and the fact that organization of this type of event needs at least a year, we were 

willing and ready to take on this big challenge. The combination of the BFS team’s 

motivation and creative ideas and the Project’s industry expertise and contacts, we knew we 

had a winning combination,” said Dejan Randjic, BFS Director.  
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With support from the Project, APSF was officially formed in mid-February 2018 to create 

opportunities for promoting Serbian food products. Initially, the Belgrade Food Show (BFS) was 

planned as a fair-exhibition of 100–150 Serbian and select regional specialty food producers for 

international buyers, and to provide opportunities for business networking and knowledge 

exchange.  

To support the organization and planning of BFS 2018, 

the Project engaged Fresh Montgomery, UK’s market-

leading events organizer specialized in the food and 

hospitality business, to conduct a market analysis of 

potential exhibitors and visitors, and to assist APSF in 

setting up the trade fair in accordance to the highest 

international standards. Fresh Montgomery staff came 

to Serbia to deliver a four-day workshop on key aspects 

of running a B2B food and beverage event. The concept 

for the event was reworked to focus on educating Serbia’s food processing industry. It was 

agreed that the inaugural BFS would focus on preparing export-ready Serbian companies to more 

effectively access global markets and facilitate B2B networking meetings with international 

buyers. Additionally, the number of exhibiting firms was reduced to 50-60 selected domestic and 

regional companies, and leading experts and industry representatives from Europe were brought 

to discuss key issues on global trends and opportunities in high-value international markets.   

 

Following an intensive preparation process, BFS took place from November 5-6 at the Crown 

Plaza Hotel. The event gathered domestic and regional food producers, traders, buyers, and 

distributors of artisan and specialty food products, along with key industry experts from both the 

European and domestic market. At the event, over 50 exhibitors from the fruit and vegetable, 

meat and dairy industries showcased their top-quality, premium food and beverage products. In 

addition to forging new sales contracts, the event provided an opportunity for businesses to 

develop new partnerships, identify investment opportunities, and engage in business-to-business 

matchmaking.  

“Getting to know the industry was fundamental to delivering a successful outcome, so 

understanding participants’ expectations was key to delivering such a great result,” stated 

Chief of Party of USAID’s Competitive Economy Project.  
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Over the course of the two days, participants had 

an opportunity to hear from 30 speakers about the 

latest drivers and trends in global food 

consumption and market opportunities. Speakers 

from a broad cross-section of the food industry, 

including buyers and traders, large retailers, CEOs 

of leading food companies and successful start-

ups, discussed a broad range of pressing industry 

issues.  Topics covered at the conference included: 

global market trends, prospects of the regional 

specialty food industry, go-to-market and export strategies, buyers’ perspectives and 

expectations, and aspiring stories from up-and-coming agribusinesses. BFS also provided 

participants ample opportunities to network over coffee and lunch, form new partnerships and 

strengthen existing relationships. At the VIP dinner, participants had a chance to meet and talk to 

special guest Alan Coxon, iTQi Jury Member, British Ambassador for Food, Drink and Tourism 

and a TV celebrity chef. At the dinner, Mr. Coxon discussed how to create a premium product 

and improve brand exposure, the importance of gastronomy in the promotion of a country, and 

the ripe opportunities in the food service industry (HoReCa) for premium food producers.  

 

All in all, the inaugural BFS proved to be a resounding success: over 400 fair goers discovered 

new tastes and learned how to do business in the specialty food business; over 80 producers 

showcased their products and made significant strides towards exporting; 30 foreign buyers and 

traders discovered the region’s specialty food sector; and over 135 B2B network meetings were 

successfully organized.    

“The organization of the event was executed at a very high level – it was comparable to 

other industry trade events I’ve attend abroad. During the B2B networking meetings, we 

established contact with new potential customers, which will help expand our business 

development,” said Ivan Perčić, Director of Suncokret. 

 

 

“This event helped me better understand Serbia’s offering in the food and beverage industry. 

I met many interesting companies at the event, and set-up one-on-one meetings with a 

number of suppliers to discuss potential cooperation. The event’s conference program was 

informative and insightful, so I’m very pleased with the event,” said Simon Waring, 

Managing Director of Green Seed UK. 
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But, perhaps, the main result of BFS is that it told the little-known story of Serbia’s emerging 

food industry. About the country’s hospitality, vast agricultural resources, authentic tastes and 

genuine love for quality food. People saw, heard and tasted new, innovative products for 

themselves. It was a gathering of food lovers and hardworking, creative individuals who invest 

their knowledge, passion and skills into creating superior quality, world-class food products. 

This exciting story, and the many treasures it abounds, was proudly told at the Belgrade Food 

Show. Importantly, the first BFS told the story of the country’s up-and-coming specialty food 

producers and, in the process, set the stage for subsequent, even brighter versions to be written in 

the years ahead – a key takeaway best captured by BFS’ special guest Alan Coxon: 

 

 
 

 

“I absolutely adore the fact this is the first 

ever show in Belgrade and what I can see is 

wonderful – because people here are with their 

whole heart, interested in the seminars, which 

is great, want to learn, want to grow, and want 

to progress, which all tells me that this 

initiative will continue to grow.” 


